commuNity choice
The most viewed papers in science correctioN
In "the source of sour taste" (Nature 468, 603; 2010), the mice with tagged bitter, sweet and umami taste cells were tested by Liman et al. but engineered by another lab. Furthermore, in response to acids, sourtaste cells did not conduct sodium ions, which were previously thought to mediate sour sensing.
NEUroSciENcE

Enzyme helps pain persist
Pain perception in mice is maintained for several days by augmented activity of a particular enzyme in a brain area associated with chronic pain. Blocking the enzyme, PKMζ, with a peptide inhibitor alleviates the pain.
Bong-Kiun Kaang at Seoul National University, Min Zhuo at the University of Toronto in Canada and their colleagues show that in the days following a nerve injury, mice had higher levels of PKMζ in a brain region known as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). Injecting the PKMζ inhibitor into the ACC led to a drop in synaptic activity, or neuronal communication, in that region, as well as a decrease in pain responses.
The authors suggest that PKMζ mediates chronic pain by boosting synaptic transmission in the ACC. 
Ring-a-ring o' benzene
Loops of interconnected benzene rings have long fascinated chemists, who have now developed a more flexible way to string the rings together.
Kenichiro Itami and his co-workers at Nagoya University in Japan created the loop, or cycloparaphenylene (CPP, pictured below left), by first coupling L-shaped and linear molecules to form U-shaped ones. They then combined two of these
EVolUTioN
Speaking in borrowed tongues
Languages evolve in a similar way to biological organisms, with ancestral languages splitting into descendent ones. In language evolution, 'lexical borrowing' , whereby a word is transferred from one language to another, is also common. Linguists have struggled to distinguish between words that have descended and those that have been borrowed.
Tal Dagan at the Heinrich Heine University in Düsseldorf, Germany, and her
Ecology
Reptiles rose after forests died
The disappearance of vast tracts of tropical forest some 305 million years ago led to an explosion in the global diversity of reptiles and amphibians, thanks to the emergence of many new, fragmented habitats.
Howard Falcon-Lang at Royal Holloway, University of London, in Surrey, UK, and his colleagues compared the distribution and diversity of these animals in the fossil record. During the period they studied, climate change dried up equatorial rainforests in the land mass that later became Europe and North America.
Many of the species that lived across these forests became extinct, and were replaced by a wealth of different types of reptile and amphibian that were particular to isolated habitats. Amphibians, which depend on aquatic environments, fared less well than reptiles, which were able to adapt to a drier world. This modular approach has potential for producing specific CPPs of any size greater than 13 benzene rings. The loops could be useful for fabricating single-walled carbon nanotubes of specific diameter, by growing the loops horizontally (pictured right). colleagues looked for instances of borrowing by analysing the relationships between 2,346 words of basic vocabulary with similar meanings from 84 Indo-European languages. By studying networks of related words, the researchers found that, on average, 8% of the basic vocabulary in each of the languages is borrowed. Basic vocabulary was previously assumed to be fairly immune to borrowing.
